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Leukocyte adhesion deficiency type 1
(LAD-1) is an autosomal recessive disor-
der caused by mutations in the ITGB2
(CD18) gene and characterized by recur-
rent severe infections, impaired pus for-
mation, and defective wound healing. We
describe an unusual case of severe phe-
notypic LAD-1 presenting with somatic
mosaicism. The patient is a compound

heterozygote bearing 2 different frame-
shift mutations that abrogate protein ex-
pression. However, CD18 expression was
detected in a small proportion of T cells
but was undetectable in granulocytes,
monocytes, B cells, and natural killer
(NK) cells. The T cells were not of mater-
nal origin, lacked the paternal mutation,
and showed a selective advantage in vivo.

Molecular analysis using sorted CD18�

cells revealed them to be derived from a
single CD8� T cell carrying T-cell receptor
VB22. These findings suggest that spon-
taneous in vivo reversion was respon-
sible for the somatic mosaicism in our
patient. (Blood. 2007;109:1182-1184)

© 2007 by The American Society of Hematology

Introduction

Leukocyte adhesion deficiency type 1 (LAD-1) is an autosomal
recessive immunodeficiency disorder characterized by recurrent
bacterial infections, impaired pus formation, and defective wound
healing.1,2 The disease gene, ITGB2, is located on 21q22.3 and
encodes the common chain of the �2 integrin family, CD18.1,2

Integrins are cell membrane receptors composed of � and �
subunits that mediate adhesion events in all tissues, and �2

integrins are expressed only on leukocytes as heterodimers with an
� chain (CD11a/CD18, CD11b/CD18, CD11c/CD18). Patients
with LAD-1 are therefore uniformly deficient in the expression of
all 3 leukocyte integrins.1,2

Somatic mosaicism as a result of in vivo reversion has recently
been increasingly reported in patients affected with primary
immunodeficiencies.3 The resultant effects on clinical phenotype
range from milder manifestations characterized as natural gene
therapy to none.3 Thus, the potential clinical consequences of
revertant mosaicism remain difficult to predict. Here, we describe
an unusual case of LAD-1 with a mosaic pattern of CD18
expression and elucidate the nature of the reversion and its effects
on revertant cells and clinical features.

Patient, materials, and methods

Patient

The patient was the first child of nonconsanguineous, healthy Japanese
parents. At 1 day of age he developed omphalitis as a result of group B
streptococcus and was successfully treated with intravenous antibiotics.
The umbilical cord was separated at 17 days. At 2 months of age he had an
infected urachal cyst that required antibiotics and surgical excision.
Because of delayed wound healing and persistent leukocytosis (22.5-
48.2 � 109/L), he was referred to our hospital at age 3 months. Fluorescence-

activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis demonstrated the absence of CD18
(Figure 1A) and its associated molecules CD11b and CD11c (data not
shown) on his granulocytes and monocytes. On the basis of these findings a
diagnosis of LAD-1 was made. Despite prophylactic antibiotics, recurrent
perianal cellulitis was noted from 5 months of age. The patient has not
received any blood product transfusion.

Molecular and cellular studies

CD18� cells were enriched from peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMCs) using magnetic beads (BD PharMingen, San Diego, CA).
Microsatellite polymorphic markers, including D9S1198, the human andro-
gen receptor gene, and the heme oxygenase-1 promoter, were amplified
with FAM-labeled specific primers4,5 and subjected to GeneScan analysis.6

Mutation analysis of the ITGB2 gene, FACS analysis of T-cell receptor
(TCR) VB repertoire, and complementarity-determining region 3 (CDR3)
spectratyping were performed as described elsewhere.7-9 CD8� T cells were
examined for CD69 and CD25 expression by 3-color FACS analysis after
incubation for 16 hours with a combination of 5 �g/mL anti-CD2
monoclonal antibodies (mAbs; Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA), alone or
together with 100 U/mL interleukin-2 or 5 �g/mL anti-CD28 mAb (BD
PharMingen).10 Approval for the study was obtained from the Human
Research Committee of Kanazawa University Graduate School of Medical
Science, and informed consent was provided according to the Declaration
of Helsinki.

Results and discussion

The clinical features of our patient were consistent with a severe
form of LAD-1. Direct genomic sequence analysis of granulocytes
showed him to be a compound heterozygote for 2 different
mutations. One was a splice site mutation, G�A (�1), intron 4,
that caused exon 4 skipping; the other was a single C deletion
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following nucleotides 670 to 674 in exon 6, both of which resulted
in frameshift and affected the highly conserved domain (exons 5
through 9) of CD18 (Figure 1C). The parents were heterozygous
carriers. These novel mutations should have led to the complete
absence of biosynthesis of the �2 subunit of leukocyte integrins.
However, a small proportion of the patient’s lymphocytes were
CD18� (Figure 1A). To determine the lymphocyte population
responsible for CD18 expression, multicolor FACS analysis was
performed. As shown in Figure 1B, CD18� cells were found to
include CD8� T cells but were not detected among CD4� T,
CD20� B, or CD56� natural killer (NK) cells. The CD18�CD8� T
cells expressed significant levels of CD57 but not CD28, indicating
a memory/effector phenotype.

To assess whether the same mutations were present in the
patient’s CD18� T cells, sequencing analysis was performed on
genomic DNA obtained from enriched CD18� T cells. The purity
of the enriched cells was about 80%, as determined by FACS
analysis. As shown in Figure 1C, we found that the patient’s
CD18� T cells lacked the splice site mutation in intron 4, although
a minor peak of nucleotide A originating from contaminating
CD18� cells was also seen at the position of the mutation.
Molecular typing of the enriched CD18� T cells using 3 different
polymorphic markers showed that they were not derived from
maternal T-cell engraftment (Figure 1D). We therefore conclude
that the patient’s CD18� T cells result from site-specific single
nucleotide reversion of the inherited paternal mutation.

FACS analysis of the TCR VB repertoire clearly demonstrated
that the patient’s CD18� T cells were detectable only with TCR
VB22 (Figure 1E). Analysis of CDR3 spectratyping and the
junctional amino acid sequence of TCR VB22 also showed a
monoclonal CD18� T-cell profile (Figure 1F; Table 1). Taken
together, these findings suggest that the reversion of the paternal
mutation occurred in a committed CD8� T cell in the patient and
that mature hematopoietic cells as well as early progenitors3 could
be the elements in which the in vivo reversion occurred. In
addition, the accumulation of CD18� T cells to levels that reached
the detection threshold of FACS analysis suggests that CD18� T
cells might have a selective growth advantage in vivo over CD18�

cells. Indeed, in canine LAD models, following nonmyeloablative
hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, the extent of donor
chimerism was greater in peripheral T cells than in neutrophils and
monocytes and increased progressively over time.11

T-cell activation mediated by a combination of anti-CD2 mAbs
that react with T11.1 or T11.2 epitopes is severely defective in
patients with LAD.10 To evaluate the functionality of CD18�CD8�

T cells we examined the surface expression of activation markers
after incubation with anti-CD2 mAbs. As shown in Figure 1G,
CD69 and CD25 expression on the patient’s CD18�CD8� T cells
was impaired. In contrast, the revertant CD18�CD8� T cells
showed significantly improved responses to anti-CD2 stimulation,
indicating that the genetic reversion had led to reversal of the
biologic defects characteristic of LAD T cells. The severity of
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Figure 1. Characterization of CD18 expression, ITGB2
gene mutations, T-cell receptor repertoire, and T-cell
functions. (A) Analysis of CD18 expression. Shown are the
results of CD18 expression on granulocytes, monocytes,
and lymphocytes. Open peaks indicate control Ab; solid
peaks represent anti-CD18 mAb. (B) CD18 expression on
the patient’s lymphocyte subsets. The percentage of cells
gated in each quadrant is shown. (C) Mutation analysis.
The ITGB2 gene was amplified from DNA extracted from
normal PBMCs, PBMCs from the parents, and the patient’s
granulocytes and CD18� T cells. Direct sequencing was
performed using an automated sequencer. Bars show the
locations of the mutations. (D) Microsatellite analysis.
Three different markers were amplified with FAM-labeled
specific primers and subjected to GeneScan analysis.
HUMARA indicates human androgen receptor gene; HO-1,
heme oxygenase-1. (E) Expression profiles of TCR VB
subfamilies. Peripheral blood samples were stained with
mAbs for individual TCR VB subfamilies together with
anti-CD8 and anti-CD18 mAbs. The expression of each
TCR VB by CD8� or CD18�CD8� T cells was analyzed by
FACS. (F) CDR3 spectratyping. A TCR VB22 fragment was
amplified from cDNA with specific primers. The size distribu-
tion of polymerase chain reaction products was determined
by GeneScan analysis. (G) Analysis of CD2-mediated T-cell
activation. PBMCs from healthy control subjects and the
patient were cultured for 16 hours with a combination of
anti-CD2 mAbs alone or together with interleukin-2 or
anti-CD28 mAb. CD69 and CD25 expression was evalu-
ated in the patient’s CD18�CD8� T (�) and CD18�CD8� T
(u) cells. f indicate control CD8� T cells from healthy
adults. Error bars represent SD.
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clinical features in patients with LAD-1 is directly related to the
degree of CD18 deficiency. Patients with less than 1% residual
expression of �2 integrins have the severe form of LAD-1, whereas
those with 1% to 10% expression show a moderate phenotype.1

Our patient, however, has shown no improvement in clinical
symptoms as a consequence of the revertant mosaicism, probably
because no reversion events occurred in myeloid cells. These
findings and previous observations6,9 suggest that the clinical
consequences of reversion may depend on cell lineage, size and
diversity, and the functional restoration of revertant cells.

In summary, our results provide an additional example of
genetic reversion in a primary immunodeficiency and further
support the possibility that somatic revertant mosaicism could be
present in any genetic disorder in which revertant cells have
a selective growth advantage in vivo but remain undetected
because they do not necessarily result in modification of the
clinical phenotype.
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Table 1. Junctional amino acid sequences of TCR VB22

BV N-D-N BJ Frequency*

Normal PBMCs

CASS EWGF TDTQYFGPGTRLTVL 2/18

CASS ELVRA NSPLHFGNGTRLTVT 2/18

CAS TEGTGV YNEQFFGPGTRLTVL 2/18

CASS FRV HEQYFGPGTRLTVT 1/18

CAI ATGA SYEQYFGPGTRLTVT 1/18

CASS RSTGLSD SGANVLTFGAGSRLTVL 1/18

CAS RRTG ETQYFGPGTRLLVL 1/18

CAS TDRGA NTGELFFGEGSRLTVL 1/18

CASS EP YEQYFGPGTRLTVT 1/18

CAS GGDHV TDTQYFGPGTRLTVL 1/18

CASS ELI TDTQYFGPGTRLTVL 1/18

CAS RGTVT YNEQFFGPGTRLTVL 1/18

CASS AGSM NTEAFFGQGTRLTVV 1/18

CASS EGGGG TEAFFGQGTRLTVV 1/18

CASS EALQGALN EQYFGPGTRLTVT 1/18

Patient CD18� T cells

CASS PD NEQFFGPGTRLTVL 24/24

*Number of each clone in the total cDNA clones characterized.
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